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This week’s
Beauty Dial
Star Buys
By Edel Cox of The Beauty Dial (www.thebeautydial.ie)

HAIRTALK TAPE EXTENSIONS
The hair extensions everyone is talking about!
The innovators of tape in hair extensions,
Hairtalk is the leading provider of Indian Remy
Human Hair to salon professionals in over 40
countries and over 30,000 salons. Whether
creating ombré or balayage with Colormelt
extensions, or utilising platinum blondes, pops
of color, rooted and more, Hairtalk sets the
standard for the highest quality tape extensions
in the hair industry. I recently got the Hairtalk
extensions applied by the very talented Tracey
Grimes and have to say I was so impressed.
Application takes under an hour for a full head
of almost invisible tape extensions and the hair
can be reused up to three times. One of the
major concerns I had was tying up my hair but
it’s no problem at all. My hair is so thick and
easy to style. More info on hairtalk.ie

NEW AND LIMITED EDITION!
GLOWGASM FACE PALETTE
RRP €75
A magical joy filter for
your face! Featuring four
mesmerising, easy glow shade
including a soft champagne
to highlight and a youthful
rosy blush to illuminate,
these dreamy palettes give
your complexion a euphoric
rush of glow that lights up your skin
from every angle. Glow Gel and lustrous pearl
pigments give your skin a luminous, rainbowillusion effect. A gorgeous wash of crystal glow for
the cheeks and eyes that mimics the beautifying
effects of euphoria and joy. In stores now.

BELLAREL
Be prepared, whatever
the season, with Bellarel.
A niche collection of
Irish designed classic
dresses that will take you
seamlessly from day to
night or desk to dinner,
now available online at
www.bellarel.com. A
woman is never more
confident than when
she is comfortable in
her own clothes and
Bellarel is perfect for
just that. Bellarel’s
designs are aimed
at busy, working
women who love
and appreciate the
ease and simplicity
of being able to pop
on a dress that they
feel confident and
comfortable in. The
collection features
three unique
stretch jersey dresses and
one viscose shirt dress. Sizes
currently range from UK 1014 with some size 16s coming
into production shortly.
Each limited edition print is
produced in small quantities
and new prints will be added
as they sell out.

MANE ‘N TAIL HERBAL ESSENTIALS
SHAMPOO & CONDITIONER
RRP €9 (PER33ML)
Herbal Essentials technology increases
body, softness and shine to the hair
while providing a newer, healthier look
and feel. It is the perfect mix of nature
and technology, created to solve the
cleansing, conditioning and styling
dilemmas encountered by anyone with
damaged hair. Herbal Essentials is the
perfect solution for fine colored/none colored hair or hair that
has oilier tendencies. Its light weight formulation also make
it the perfect product for those with a more sensitive scalp.
Mane ‘n Tail is now being distributed by Hampton Brands
and is available from all leading pharmacies and Boots stores
nationwide.
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